
SUMMER SCHOOL 2021



Entrenaranjos International School offers for July and August a summer educational program of
linguistic immersion in English, combining multiple learning and leisure activities for the students
of the school and for students outside the school.

The natural environment and the close and familiar treatment of all the staff of the school, create
an ideal environment for your sons and daughters to have fun and enjoy all the activities of the
summer course while they evolve in their linguistic competence in English.

IMPORTANT:
Our school will apply all the necessary hygienic and sanitary measures to guarantee safety,
following the Covid-19 regulations in force at all times.



⇢ From June 28th to August 27th. The month of August will be conditional on the number
of enrolled students and the organization of the groups.
⇢ Register by weeks (successive or alternate).
⇢ Hours from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (full day) or from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. (without lunch)
⇢ Extra morning hours: 7: 30-9: 00
⇢ Extra afternoon hours: 17: 00-19: 00

Our summer program stands out by its dynamic and entertaining activities.

Our goal is to motivate students to be active and protagonists of their own learning. We are
committed to learning for enjoyment and we invite children to participate and enjoy the many
activities and experiences that Entrenaranjos Summer School offers.

All the members of the teaching team are bilingual, highly qualified, with great capacity to
energize the classes and very involved in the project.

Each week of the Summer School has an assigned theme and, based on it, the globalized work
project is developed with various activities and workshops. The day is divided into sessions of
approximately 45 minutes, which allows us to develop many different activities throughout the
day.

Every day, in the first morning session, sports activities and games are carried out outdoors,
taking advantage of the fact that the ambient temperature outside is not very high.

We also dedicate a daily session to carry out summer homework, review and reinforcement
notebooks, reading ...

In addition, throughout the week, we will have fun with sessions dedicated to music, science and
art workshops, film sessions, themed English classes, discovery of other countries and cultures,
sensory workshops for the little ones and our traditional Top Chef.

And of course…

We will bathe every day in the pool !!!
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The contents, the activities of the course and the different workshops are adapted to the
age of the groups to promote participation, personal autonomy and favor the integral
development of the boys and girls.
All activities will be carried out in English, except
reinforcement of basic language and math skills
and “Homework” sessions.
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⇢ Classrooms with large windows that provide natural lighting and guarantee proper ventilation.

⇢ Air conditioning in all classes.

⇢ Playgrounds differentiated by age.

⇢ Swimming pool in the nursery school building.

⇢ Pool in the Primary / Secondary building

⇢ Soccer fields, basketball courts, sandboxes.

⇢ Indoor sports hall.

⇢ Pine forest with picnic area.

⇢ Dining rooms differentiated by stages.

Swimming  time is one of the most anticipated and enjoyed times of the day by children.

The school has two swimming pools: one in the Early Years Education building (with very little depth) and
another in the Primary Education building. Both pools are located in closed areas with security systems to
control the access of minors.

As a safety measure, the use of the pool is done in shifts without mixing groups. Each group / class has its daily
time specified in the weekly schedule, guaranteeing the reduced number of children in the pool. All pool shifts
are supervised by various teachers and specialist staff.

As an extra service, the school offers an intensive Swimming Course, with a daily class, for students who want to
learn to swim or improve their technique. The playful nature of the classes helps children to become familiar with
the environment and to enjoy themselves while learning to swim.

The main aspects worked on in the swimming course are:

⇢ Familiarization with the aquatic environment and enjoy the sessions.

⇢ Breathing

⇢ Floating
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The school offers international students the possibility of taking an intensive Spanish course during
the Summer School to help them progress in learning the Spanish language. The course dates are
detailed in the fees annex.
The course will be developed with a daily session of 45 minutes at noon. The practical and
dynamic nature of the classes will help students to internalize the new language by creating many
communication and learning situations.

In addition to the daily time allocated to carrying out summer assignments and / or reinforcement
notebooks, the school offers an intensive course of linguistic skills in Spanish and mathematics. The
course dates are detailed in the fees annex.

The course is aimed at students of Infant, Primary and ESO and will be developed with a daily
session of 45 minutes at noon.

In the case of the Infant School children, an intensive reinforcement of literacy, calculation and
mathematical concepts will be carried out.

In the case of Primary and Secondary students, there will be a review of the contents of the Spanish
Language and Mathematics subjects, taking into account the educational level to which each
student belongs.
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At the time of the meal, many learning aspects are developed that will mark the development of
the child. The contact with new flavors and textures, the expansion of tastes and preferences and
the consolidation of healthy habits and good customs will help children to grow up healthy and
develop healthy lifestyles.

The school has a school canteen service with its own kitchen.

The food department prepares balanced and healthy menus according to the nutritional needs of
the students at each stage (menus differentiated by stages), with the possibility of adapting them
in special cases (intolerances, allergies, special diets ...).

In addition, in order to bring students from other cultures and learn about their gastronomy, during
the summer course there are international days with typical menus from other countries.

Children are always supervised and cared for by teachers during lunch time. The students of the
1st cycle have a space enabled for naps once the meal is finished.

To facilitate access to the school, we have a transport service with several routes adaptable to the
needs of each family.

The team of bus monitors is made up of staff from the school.

All vehicles have the relevant safety measures, including seat belts installed in each seat.

Have fun and learn English  with us in our Summer
School!
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